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Abstract
Pattern Recognition aims to extract meaningful data from the medical image to organize its application oriented contents. It is the
research area that studies the process and design of systems to identify patterns in data and has fascinated the awareness of
researchers in last many decades as a machine mechanism learning approach due to its extensive spread of application areas. The
application area includes Medicine, Data mining, modern Communications, Military intelligence, Bioinformatics, Automations,
Document classification, Speech recognition, Business oriented and others. The identification of the pattern in an image can be
described efficiently and effectively with the mode of Pattern Recognition (PR) techniques. A pattern recognition technique
intimates that how machines can monitor the image, gain knowledge to differentiate patterns from their background. Pattern
recognition design can be considered using the following main approaches of Structural Techniques, Statistical Techniques,
Fuzzy Model, Template Matching, Hybrid Models and Neural Network. This paper is mainly concentrated on the formulated
analysis of pattern recognition technical approaches of Statistical on research oriented medical applications. Pattern Recognition
techniques are acknowledged as practical tools in the service of diagnosis in clinical resolution making. Here the Statistical
pattern recognition approach focuses on the statistical properties of the medical image patterns and the effectiveness of statistical
pattern recognition system is associated with the medical application oriented implementation of the classification and description
tasks. The goal of this research paper is to analyze the problematical mechanisms of research oriented medical applications by
Pattern Recognition technical approaches.
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1. Introduction
Today’s Medical measures engage the exercise of a variety of
patterns or images that comprises a predominant values in the
ground of information’s, particularly as present-day medical
analysis to a great scope based on medical images. Medical
imaging is one of the major sources of information for healing
diseases. This covers the modern morphology of diagnosed
body organs and affords the resources to conclude their
functioning is perfect or not Bio-medical engineering field
provides with all images of the internal body organs and
processes and also gives them the contrivance for upgrading,
classification and assessment of images. Computer
visualization enables multi types of processing of images: •
image processing is to improve the fine quality of the image
which can be further enhancement, edges can be sharpened
and can increase or decrease the contrast of the image which
has to be analyzed. The image analysis is to mention the
salient features of the entire medical image to compute the
importance of parameters which are assigned to defined
features Pattern recognition is to categorize and recognize
selected essentials by indexing on the based of their
dimensions, figure and consistency. These information’s
exhibit the medical image processing details and how to
develop the the image details for the perfect diagnosis to the
Practitioners. As a final point, extensive techniques [1] of
automatic classification and recognition of selected structures
will assist the medical practitioners to afford the accurate and
perfect diagnosis. There are few issues in this representation

of assistance between images and the practitioners due to the
inadequate improvement of appropriate methods for regular
mechanical analysis of medical images. This assignment is
complicated due to dilemma of appropriate view of the
analyzed medical image and deformations of the image size
and shape. For this requirement of a new technology is
required for the submission of modern computers inventions
for medical image for the utilization for diagnosis purpose.
For this a a term of medical image comprehension has been
adopted. The explanation regarding its application has been
mentioned periodically. The essential and fundamental
characteristic is the understanding of composed information
of the selected medical image for the Practioner’s diagnosis.
In the statistical pattern recognition in terms of multidimensional features is viewed as a point in a multidimensional space. The goal is to decide individual features
that forbid the prototype vectors holding to special categories
to reside in dense and disjoint regions in a selected
dimensional attribute gap. The usefulness of the depiction gap
is resoluted by known patterns from different classes which
can be divided further. Given a set of working out patterns
from selected class and the purpose is to launch assessed
borders in the attributed gap that are divided by selected
patterns inherited to other classes. In the statistical pattern
recognition approach, the conclusion borders are resoluted by
the prospected distributions of the patterns to each and every
class. It is probable that the presented information is adequate
for a solution but is unsatisfactory for solving a extra wide-
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ranging midway problem [2]. Pattern Recognition approaches
are utilized for Cancer detection [3] in the examination of
conclusion in clinical resolution.
2. Features of consistent image
The features of habitual image comprehension are important
and the same is to be studied and should be delivered to the
system to recognize the medical image content fully. One
more thing is to be illustrated that there is a difference among
a prescribed explanation of a medical image and the can be
revealed by a quick entity, proficient of accepting the
insightful logic of the image in problem. The basic and the
main salient features of medical image regular mechanism is
mentioned as that the practitioner desires to understand the
type of disease before building a prescribed diagnosis for the
treatment. For the purpose of comprehension when an image
of bone affected by osteoporosis i.e. is a condition where the
bones happen to be a smaller amount of dense and further
expected to fracture. In osteoporosis, there is a hammering of
bone tissue which leaves the bones less thick and more to
fracture. It will be can in consequence of loss of height, cruel
back pain, and alteration in posture. Risk factors for mounting
osteoporosis includes small frame, family history of the
disease.

many years without symptoms until a fracture in bone occurs
or appears. Osteoporosis is diagnosed by a bone mineral
density test, which is a safe and painless way to detect low
bone density. Arthritis is a term for conditions that affect the
joints and adjacent tissues. Joints are placed in the body
where bones come mutually, such as the knees, wrists,
fingers, toes, and hips. Two types of arthritis are osteoarthritis
and rheumatoid arthritis. Osteoarthritis (OA) is a painful,
degenerative joint disease that often involves the hips, knees,
neck, lower back, or small joints of the hands. OA usually
develops in joints that are injured by repeated overuse from
performing a particular task or playing a favorite sport or
from carrying around excess body weight. This can be
analysed with the help of selected medical image as shown
below.

3. Statistical pattern recognition approach
Multi models are offered for pattern recognition and can be
categorized in to different categories depending upon the
process used for data classification and analysis. Models can
be autonomously used to perform a pattern recognition
assignment.

Fig 1: Statistical Pattern Recognition Model

Statistical pattern recognition approach is a term utilized for
the investigation from problem formulation and information
collection for discrimination and categorization, evaluation of
results and analysis. Few of the fundamental expressions are
introduced and two corresponding approaches of
discrimination described [4].
4. Algorithms in Statistical approach
1. Formulation of issue [5]
2. Data or information collection practice [6]
3. Preliminary assessment of the data [7]
4. Feature collection or feature mining [8]
5. Unconfirmed pattern organization or clustering. [9]
6. Appling regression measures [10].
7. Evaluation of consequences or outputs [11].
8. Analysis or Interpretation [12].
The above are essentially an iterative progression and the
examination of the output might pose for further hypotheses
that necessitate for further data collection and compilation.
5. Illustration of Statistical approach
Osteoporosis is a disease that it can progress unobserved for

Fig 2: Images of Osteoporosis and arthritis affected organs

The probability density of data function of the information is
denoted as

Here π = (π1 … π c) is the set of earlier class probabilities and
p(x|j) is the class provisional probability density of class j,
which is also modelled as a mixture, with the jth class having
Rj combination components are denoted as below

and λj = (λj1….λj,Rj ) represents the prior subclass
probabilities within class j that is, λ,j,r is the mixing
probability for the r th subclass of the jth class, satisfying
The probability density of the data for the
subclass r of class j, p(x|j,r) is taken to be normal with mean
μ,j,r and covariance matrix Σj,r.
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Let μ = {μ,j,r }, Σ = { Σj,r }
6. Training approach of density estimation of Image
A Gibbs sampling [13] advance is taken for the
experimentation. The random variable set {π,λ,Σ,μ } is
augmented by allocation variables { Z,z} such that (Zi = j, zi= r)
implies that observation xi is modelled as being drawn from
subclass r of class j; zi is known for labelled training data; Zi
is always unknown.
Let D denote the measurements and known allocations; zu,
the set of unknown class labels; Z=(Z1…Zn) the subclass
allocation labels. The stages in the Gibbs sampling iterations
are as follows.
1. sample is taken from p(μ,Σ|π,λ,zu,Z,D)
2. sample is taken from p(λ|μ,π,zu,,Σ,D,Z)
3. sample is taken from p(π,Z,zu Σ,μ,λ|D)
4. sample is taken from p(Σ|π,μ,D,Z, λ,zu)
The observations, x are classified by calculating p(z=j|xD) for
different iterations.
Finally the equation pertains as below for the further
extraction

Kellgren-Lawrence method [14] is used for radiological
assessment and as shown below
Value
0
1
2
3
4

Output Result
Normal
Doubtful narrowing of joint space
Definite outgrowth of the bone
Multiple outgrowths, Some hardening and possible
deformity of bone contour
outgrowths marked narrowing of joint space, severe
hardening and deformity of bone

7. Conclusion
Pattern recognition is categorized according to the nature of
knowledge used to produce the output result. In
straightforward logic the approaches of pattern recognition is
the spirit of all methodical investigation, including accepting
many global medical image extracting activities. The
expansion of pattern recognition is growing very high-speed.
In this article we have illustrated about the approaches of
pattern recognition in the including the explanation of PR, the
methods of PR, the work of art of PR system and figures and
statistics associated to PR. In adding together, it is a
significant trend to utilize pattern recognition on medical
applications necessary efforts are to be considered on PR
approaches. Statistical approach method of pattern
recognition offered in this research article has a massive
application in the field of medical IT, particularly in the field
of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) and computer medical
imaging techniques. The methods are originating from
statistical linguistics that not only used for diagnosis and also
used for creating recognized and complex images for
complicated shapes of infection symptoms moving the
medical diagnostic data. Also used to produce intellectual
central processing unit systems constructed for the reason of
image perception allowing to find a characterization and
machine related interpretation of semantic stuffing of the

examined level images. These may support the practice of
medical field for mechanically made robots which are to be
used in equipped theatres for a variety of surgeries. They can
represent an integral part of CAD systems organising the
pictorial medical information databases positioned in different
places.
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